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Reserved prime concert seats
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sponsors@southbirminghamsinfonia.com



If you’d like to help please contact us by email.

Free concert tickets (worth £10)

A range of benefits is available to sponsors for different levels of
donation. See next panel for details.



SBS is grateful for the financial support it has received over
many years from a variety of individuals and organisations.



Are you Interested in supporting the orchestra?



Source: Audience survey, 2 & 9 February, 2013

Listed in SBS Facebook

upped the ante in terms of ambitions and varied repertoire and skill in
playing. It is a pleasure to come.



passionate...incredibly impressive playing. ￭ The orchestra has really



an amateur orchestra. ￭ The music-making was committed and

Listed on SBS website

￭ I’d completely forgotten that I was listening to what was supposed to be

Benefits to you

What our audiences say:-

Sponsorship benefits and costs

We perform a wide range of music including major symphonic
works and concertos with professional soloists.

Listed as
Sole sponsor
sponsor in Place advert in interval Sponsor of a
concert
in concert refreshments
whole
programme programme
area.
concert

SBS is a thriving orchestra of more than 50 players.

* for donations of £100 or more. Advert cost depends on size in the range A8 to A5. # optional
§ Donation costs shown on a per-programme basis. Donations for a year's concerts in advance are offered a 15%
discount.

South Birmingham Sinfonia

We perform two concert programmes each
year, in February and July.

Profits are donated to
Birmingham St Mary’s
Hospice.

Lee Differ, of the Birmingham
Conservatoire, has been
conducting the orchestra since
2001.
See our website
for a list of works
performed over
the last decade.

